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Attacked by a fairy
Lauren Harkawik

M

y husband Garret and I, who now live a few hops and skips from the village
of Wilmington, are flatlanders who transplanted ourselves from the bricks of
New York City to the sticks of Chimney Hill in 2011. We lived atop Howes
Loop for a few years while falling in love with Vermont and its culture, seasons, and fresh
air, by which I mean both the oxygenated stuff we breathe in and the creative and mental
freeness one’s mind can find here.
In our first year in Chimney Hill, each new season brought wonders to marvel at.
Fall arrived with its bright, brilliant leaves. Sure, we’d heard of foliage, but there’s nothing like being surrounded by it as the sun sets, illuminating red and orange leaves in just
the right way. Winter, of course, brought snow. So much snow. Winter also brought silence, and fires in the fireplace, and days when we had to stay put because the snow had
turned to ice and well, that’s a southern Vermont winter
when you’re on top of a big hill. Spring brought a vernal
energy that was greener than I’d ever experienced before,
chirping birds, and oh yes, mud season.
Summer, perhaps the most magical, brought us
many things, including the luna moth.
I saw a luna moth for the first time on the same day
as the first time I saw a bear. The bear is important to
note because seeing the bear led to me seeing the luna
moth, but also because seeing a bear for the first time
may be as quintessential to the moving-to-Vermont experience as learning the difference between grades of maple
syrup. The bear sighting happened around dusk. We
were sitting on our second floor deck, which was on the
front of our house and faced the very quiet Howes Loop.
The bear was silent, which was counter to what I had
always imagined. In my imagination bears were loud. They
were either growling at something or they were thump, thump, thumping around with
dumb, ambling, cartoonish music following them (as they looked for pic-a-nic baskets to
steal, naturally). This bear was so quiet I would have thought it was trying to sneak up on
someone had there been anyone there to sneak up on, but since there wasn’t, I guess it
was just out for an evening stroll and wasn’t being loud about it. It didn’t stop or notice
us. It just walked right on by. And since we were on the second floor and the bear was
in the road nowhere near us, it all felt safe and fine, which of course meant we allowed
ourselves to be utterly fascinated by and in awe of the whole experience.
We continued to sit on the deck for the rest of the evening, where between bits of

conversation we would exchange memories of the exciting bear “encounter” we’d had
hours earlier. Night fell, and eventually, it came time to walk our dog, Murgatroid, whose
name is weird enough that I may as well pause to mention that she has a snaggletooth
and was named after the catchphrase of the cartoon Snagglepuss, a pink mountain lion
who, incidentally, does not have a snaggletooth. Snagglepuss’s catchphrase and Murgatroid’s namesake is “Heavens to Murgatroid,” which he alternates with “Heavens to
Betsy,” the former obviously being a more interesting dog name than the latter. Anyway,
we call our Murgatroid “Murgy” for short, and on the night in question, when it came
time to walk Murgy, our bear encounter started to feel less exciting and more anxietydriving, especially given how quiet and sneaky we now knew bears to be.
All that really needed to happen was a quick jaunt into the front yard. Murgy is
quick and decisive, especially at night. It was decided that during said jaunt, the safest
and most logical approach to protecting Garret and Murgy
from a silent, sauntering bear would be for me to stand
on the second floor deck where I could watch the scene
unfold. I suppose the plan was for me to yell “BEAR!” or
something like it should I see, well, a bear.
We never got to that point, though, because instead, I
was attacked by a fairy.
That’s really what I thought. Have you ever noticed
that sometimes when something surprising is happening, it takes the logical part of your brain a few seconds
to catch up? And until it catches up, the more reactive
part of your brain dominates your mind’s planning and
processing operations — that is, the part that might yell
something like, “DUCK! FAIRY!” By the time the intelligent part of your mind catches up, you have already spent
a few shameful seconds in a ball on the floor of a deck,
hands over your head while you wonder if the fairy got any
fairy dust on you and if so, whether fairy dust will be easier
or harder to get out of your hair than glitter is.
“Where did you go?” Garret asked, a bit exasperated, when he and Murgy returned,
having not encountered bear, no thanks to me. When I told him I was attacked by a
fairy, he too must have had a moment where the logical part of his brain needed to catch
up, because he didn’t immediately question my statement, just my reaction to it. “And
a fairy was worse than a bear?” he asked, incredulous. Good point, but, what we really
needed to get to the bottom of was what the heck had flown at my head.
It turns out, of course, that it was a luna moth. Their scientific name is Actius luna,
though they’re often called luna moths or American moon moths. If you’ve never seen
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one, “fairy” isn’t a terribly inept way to describe them. With an average wingspan of 4.5
inches, they’re bigger than your average moth and just about the size of Tinker Bell. It’s
their color, though, that’s truly enchanting. They’re a light shade of mint green — a magical hue caught somewhere between robin’s egg blue and turquoise, but much lighter than
either. And the shape of their wings is almost dainty, much like the make-believe wings
little girls attach to their backs to call themselves fairies or butterflies.
In the night sky, luna moths flutter and dive and dance through their air, often
toward lights or, by some accounts, toward the moon. As I learned watching them, the
combination of the light they’re flying around and the magical color of their wings
makes them look illuminated and mythical. According to National Geographic, luna
moths are sought by bats, who see them as a nice treat. To avoid bats, luna moths spin
the ends of their wingtips in circles. They’re exclusive to North America. Once they’re
mature, they live for only seven days, and they like to spend those days deep in the
woods, which may be why I continued to see them often in Chimney Hill after that first
encounter.
Some lore exists around luna moths, with one California-based life coach, Chlöe
Rain, referring to them on her website as an oracle of protection and success. “Luna
moths also signify rebirth and new beginnings,” writes Rain. “They represent a continuing quest for truth and knowledge, gift of intuition, psychic perception and heightened
awareness.” I’m not so sure a luna moth ever gave me any psychic perception, but it
certainly all sounds lovely.
Much of what can be read about luna moths refers to seeing them as chance and
rare, due to where they live, their short lifespan, and their overall instinct to remain
hidden. In Chimney Hill, there was a time when we were seeing them all the time. They
fluttered past us with such frequency that they became a ho-hum part of our days and
nights, making them one of many things we took for granted up there, along with the
easy connection we had to nature, the quiet, and the insane brightness of the stars in the
sky.
During our stint of sharing a world with luna moths, I went on a trip for about a
week to visit family, which afforded Garret some time and even more quiet than he was
used to. Perhaps it was the stillness of our home in those days that attracted a luna moth
to come and live on our deck for some of the days of her relatively short life. Murgy
became fascinated with the moth and for whatever reason, the moth tolerated it. Garret,
a documentary filmmaker, took out his camera and made a short film called “Murgy and
the Moth.” You can find it online, if you’d like, via his Vimeo channel (https://vimeo.
com/garretharkawik). The film gives an incredible closeup view of a magical and beautiful creature (the luna moth, that is. Our dog is, by some false estimations, less beautiful).
For me, watching “Murgy and the Moth” feels like watching a cinematic home video
that captures a very specific time in my life. A time when we were a little less serious and
a little less busy, and we would sit on the deck for hours to see what encounters we’d
come upon. A time when we shared our existence only with Murgy, who until our (human) daughter was born, was our baby and the focus of much of our nurturing energy. A
time when the luna moths were plenty and we didn’t know to appreciate it — just like the
nature, the quiet, and the stars.
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